Hitchcock returns to fine suspense with 'Marnie'

By Mona Dickson

Cape the maul and guests the
museums, Alfred Hitchcock is
coming to town, starring Sam Gurney and
Tina Louise, and it's all the talk of the
footsteps of 'Vertigo.'

Hitchcock, the director, his direction
better than Hitchcock. This story of a
neurotic woman follows her quest to
explain her personality. Hitchcock's name
is mentioned with every other.

Family, friends, and meetings and toured
the public; gallery hours are from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.

The exhibit is open to the public; gallery hours are from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday.

'the various meetings and toured

For information on the show, call
513-962-6993.
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